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A Peuliar Broad Line Radio Galaxy 1938{155:VLA Observation at 90 m �Tao An1;2, Xiao-Yu Hong1;2, Wen-Xia Feng1;2 and Jun-Hui Zhao31 Shanghai Astronomial Observatory, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Shanghai 200030;antao�enter.shao.a.n2 National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 1000123 Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden Street, MS 78, Cambridge,MA 02138Reeived 2004 Marh 18; aepted 2004 May 12Abstrat We observed 1938{155, a broad line radio galaxy (BLRG), with the VeryLarge Array (VLA) at 90 m with an angular resolution of 6:800 � 4:000. The soureonsists of two omponents separated by 4 arse (� 20 kp, for H0 = 65km s�1Mp�1, q0 = 0:5) along the SE{NW diretion. Both omponents show steep-spetrawith a similar spetral index � � 0:83 � 0:07 (S� / ���). The bright doubleomponents are surrounded by a low-brightness ooon. The radio properties of thetwo bright omponents are onsistent with the hot spots produed by twin jets. Anupper limit of � 0:0008 for the ore dominane parameter (R) is inferred, suggestingthere is no prominent radio ore in the soure. Assuming a modest viewing angle30Æ, a jet veloity is estimated � 0:07 , based on the jet to ounter-jet brightnessratio (J). The lower limit in jet speed inferred is onsistent with no Doppler beaminge�et on the jet. The radio galaxy 1938{155 ould be an exeptional BLRG withno prominent radio ore or jet.Key words: Galaxy: quasar: individual | radio ontinuum: VLA1 INTRODUCTIONObservational studies of powerful radio galaxies are important in understanding the physisproesses in extragalati radio soures. The lassial model of ative galati nulei (AGNs)suggests that the outer extended emission is produed by a entral engine at the galati nuleus.In the framework of the 'uni�ed shemes', the observations of AGNs are biased by the orientationof the jets with respet to the observer beause of the Doppler beaming e�et. The relativistie�et and jet orientation appear to play an important role in the determination of physialproperties of powerful radio galaxies and quasars (Barthel 1989). Statistial studies (Morgantiet al. 1997) suggested that the double-lobe Fanaro�-Riley type II (Fanaro� & Riley 1974) radio� Supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



528 T. An, X. Y. Hong, W. X. Feng & J. H. Zhaogalaxies are subjet to a stronger beaming e�et than the FR I objets. Furthermore, amongthe FR II radio galaxies the jets in the observed BLRGs (Broad Line Radio Galaxies) appearto prefer to be aligned with the line of sight, and it is generally expeted that the BLRGs willshow a stronger Doppler beaming e�et. Hardastle et al. (1998) also suggested that high-luminosity BLRGs are preferentially aligned to the line of sight in omparison with the NLRGs(Narrow Line Radio Galaxies). The radio ores and kiloparse-sale jets in FR II BLRGs areprominent against the surrounding extended emission. However, in some of BLRGs, we havenot observed any signi�ant radio ore with jet struture. The radio galaxy 1938{155 appearsto one exeptional BLRG in this regard.The radio galaxy 1938{155 (also named OV 164) was identi�ed as a BLRG with mV =21:5mag. Its redshift was estimated to be 0.452 from the emission line (Tadhunter et al. 1993;Dikson et al. 1997). At the distane of 1938{155, 1 arse orresponds to � 5 kp (H0 = 65kms�1 Mp�1, q0 = 0:5). The low-resolution VLA C-array image at 6 m showed a ooon-likestruture with two lear peaks along the SE-NW diretion (Morganti et al. 1993). In the high-resolution radio images of 1938{155 obtained by the VLA A-array and Australia TelesopeCompat Array (ATCA), two bright lobes dominated the total intensity (Morganti et al. 1999).The eastern lobe was muh brighter than the western one, and showed a stronger depolarizationbetween 6 m and 3 m. The low-brightness ooon was fully resolved. There was no distintore or jet between the two lobes. The soure exhibits a steep spetrum at radio wavelengthsfrom 80MHz to 31.4GHz (http://nedwww.ipa.alteh.edu). The soure was desribed asan FR II radio galaxy for its high radio power and double-lobe radio morphology (Tadhunteret al. 2002).In this paper, we present results from observations of 1938{155 at 90 m with the VLA. Thephysial properties and non-detetion of ore at the lower radio frequeny will also be disussed.2 OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTIONThe radio galaxy 1938{155 was observed with the VLA in its A array on�guration onJune 17, 2003. The soure was used as a alibrator in a VLA program for low-frequenyobservations of the Galati enter. The observations were performed in speial line mode inorder to rejet radio frequeny interferene (RFI) and minimize the bandwidth smearing e�etat low frequenies. The orrelator was set with two IFs (entered at 303MHz and 330MHz),eah 3.125MHz bandwidth.The quasar 3C 48 was observed at the end of the observations and used to determine thesale of ux density. We observed 1938{155 for nine sans with a total integral time about 22minutes in the entire observation trak of 8 h. The data were alibrated and orreted for errorsin both phase and amplitude using the Astronomial Image Proessing System (AIPS) of theNational Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO). Further proess in the data redution inlud-ing editing, self-alibration in both amplitude and phase, and imaging was arried out usingboth the AIPS and DIFMAP pakages (Shepherd, Pearson & Taylor 1994). The unertainty inux density is � 5% due to errors in the gain alibration.Table 1 VLA Observation at 90 m and the Image ParametersFigure Conf. Resolution (P.A.) Speak rms Stotarse (Æ) Jy beam�1 mJy beam�1 JyFigure 1� VLA-A 6.8�4.0 (15) 11 6.7 20.0�: super-resolved image, ROBUST= �2, UVBOX= 3 are used in task IMAGR.



VLA observation of 1938{155 at 90 m 5293 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONFigure 1 shows an image of 1938{155 observed at 90 m with the VLA. The image was madewith uniform weight (a restored beam of 6:800 � 4:000). The image parameters are summarizedin olumns 4{6 of Table 1. The total intensity of the soure is determined by integrating thesoure in the �nal CLEANed image. The dynami range of the image is �1700:1 in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Total intensity image of 1938{155. The grey sale ranges between 3and 11 Jy beam�1. The restored beam is 6:800 � 4:000 (PA=15Æ). The peakux density is 11.2 Jy beam�1. The ontours are 0.02� ({1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,64, 128, 256, 384, 512) Jy beam�1.Table 2 Parameters of the Gaussian ComponentsComp. Speak Sint r � Maj Min �(Jy b�1) (Jy) (arse) (Æ) (arse) (arse) (Æ)E 10:9� 0:5 11:5 � 0:23 0:36� 0:02 94:4 � 7:4 1:84 � 0:09 0:46� 0:17 126 � 1:9W 8:0� 0:4 8:50 � 0:17 4:31� 0:10 �52:7� 9:2 1:54 � 0:03 0:87� 0:01 129 � 0:2It has been known that 1938{155 onsists of two omponents, marginally resolved in theVLA observation (Fig. 1). The 90 m image shows that the soure is elongated in the SE{NWdiretion. This result is onsistent with the VLA observations at 6 m in the C-on�gurationwith a resolution of 6:100�3:000 (Morganti et al. 1993). A bright peak is deteted near the phaseenter of the synthesized image. A seondary peak is observed northwest to the primary peak,separated by � 400. To quantitatively study the radio struture, we arried out a model �ttingto the data. The task MODELFIT in the DIFMAP pakage and task JMFIT in AIPS were



530 T. An, X. Y. Hong, W. X. Feng & J. H. Zhaoused to �t the VLA data. Two Gaussians, E and W, respetively in Fig. 1 appear to �t the datavery well. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the Gaussian omponents. Here Speak andSint orrespond to the peak ux density and the integral ux density, respetively; r and � arethe radial separation and the position angle of the omponent with respet to the phase enter;Maj and Min are the sizes along the major and minor axes of eah of the Gaussian omponents;� is the position angle of the major axis. The errors in ux density of the model omponentsontain both unertainties in the alibration and model �tting. The error in position of eahomponent is dominated by the di�erene in �t position between the two proedures JMFITand MODELFIT.The integrated ux density of the omponent E is greater than that of W by about 3 Jy.The sum of the ux densities in both omponents ontains 99% of the total ux density of theentire soure observed with the VLA in the A-on�guration. Figure 2 shows the radio intensitydistribution along P.A. 127Æ (or P.A.�53Æ). The E and W omponents (dashed line) with anangular separation of 400 are learly suggested in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 Flux density distribution along P.A. 127Æ (the solid line). Two dashlines mark the two Gaussian omponents �tted to the slie orresponding tothe omponents E and W.We note that the low resolution observations of 1938{155 are good for deteting extendedemission, while the high resolution observations (Morganti et al. 1999) may reveal the detailedstruture of the lobes or hot spots. The omponents E and W atually orrespond to the twolobes found by Morganti et al. (1999). Combining the ux densities of omponents E and W(Table 2) with the measurements at 4.8 and 8.6GHz published in Mortanti et al. (1999), wefound that the overall spetra of both omponents an be �t with a power law with a spetralindex of � = 0:83� 0:07 (S� / ���) in E and W. Figure 3 shows that a power-law spetrum(S� / ��0:83) is well �tted with the data points. The steep spetra of both omponentsare onsistent with an optially thin, synhrotron emission, and these are onsistent with thehypothesis that both E and W are lobes or hot spots of jets rather than a ompat radio ore.
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Fig. 3 A power law, S� / ��0:83, �ts well the data points. The data points used inthe plot: 318MHz (the present paper); 4.8 GHz and 8.6GHz (Morganti et al. 1999).Square, Star and Cirle represent the measured ux of the whole soure, the eastlobe and the west lobe, respetively.A typial FR II radio galaxy usually shows a prominent radio ore with double brightlobes on eah side. In some ases, a straight one-sided jet is observed to link a radio lobeto the nuleus (Ghisellini et al. 1993; Morganti et al. 1997; Urry et al. 1995). The observedmorphologies of FR II radio galaxies appear to be subjet to the Doppler beaming e�et. Theorientation of the radio soure appears to be an important fator in the observations of the FRII radio galaxies. In the \uni�ed shemes", BLRGs belong to aligned objets and have optialspetra dominated by broad emission lines. BLRGs usually show strong ores in their radiomorphologies (Morganti et al. 1997). Broad emission lines were deteted from the radio galaxy1938{155 (Dikson et al. 1997).These observations appear to be onsistent with that the emission from the ore and boththe lobes in 1938{155 is aligned in the diretion lose to the line of sight. However, the radioimages with di�erent resolutions at di�erent wavelengths did not detet a ore or jet betweenthe two lobes (Morganti et al. 1993, 1999 and present paper). The lak of emission from theore at 90 m ould be due to either self-absorption or free-free absorption by thermally ionizedgas in the nulear region.To estimate the ore dominane parameter (R = Sore=Slobe) in 1938{155, a residual r.m.s.of � 0:015 Jy is estimated after the emission from both lobes is taken out. This should be anupper limit of the ux density in the ore. Therefore an upper limit of 0.0008 is inferred forthe ore dominane. It is muh lower than the average for BLRGs (R � 0:027, Morganti et al.1999). This is beause the optially thin synhrotron emission from the lobes greatly inreasesat long wavelength.In the relativisti beaming model, the jet-to-ounterjet brightness ratio (J) an be used asa beaming indiator. If we assume the brighter lobe E in 1938{155 moves towards us, andthe lobe W is assoiated with the ounter jet, then a ratio J of 1.4 is inferred. Assumingthe jet and ounterjet have a same intrinsi veloity, we obtain an estimate for the jet speed,� os(�) � 0:06 . Assuming a modest viewing angle of 30Æ for a FR II radio galaxy in the



532 T. An, X. Y. Hong, W. X. Feng & J. H. Zhaouni�ed senario (Urry & Padovani 1995), we found the jet speed is about 0:07 . We note thatthis inferred jet speed an only be used as a lower limit sine the motion of the gas in the lobesis substantially deelerated by the interstellar medium.Although the low ore dominane parameter and low jet speed in 1938{155 might suggestthat the radio ore is not beamed toward us, the 90 m data appear to be inadequate to exludeother possibilities suh as nulear absorption by a self-synhrotron absorption proess or by afree-free absorption from the nulear ionized gas. Alternatively, the non-detetion of radio oreor jet in 1938{155, an FR II BLRG, an be explained by the observations being insuÆientlysensitive.Finally, the non-detetion ould also be related to a speial intrinsi physial ondition inthe soure. The intrinsi ore luminosity and jet eÆieny might vary in radio soures. TheBLRG 1938{155 ould be a speial ase with relatively lower jet radiative eÆieny.4 SUMMARYWe present the radio image of 1938{155 at a low frequeny 330MHz, or wavelength 90 m.Two optially thin, synhrotron omponents haraterized by steep-spetra appear to dominatethe radio soure. The double omponents are surrounded by a low-brightness ooon. Thereis no prominent radio ore observed at 90 m. The low upper limit in the ore dominane andthe low jet speed are onsistent with no beamed emission from the ore of the soure. However,our data an not rule out other possibilities of explaining the absene or the non-detetion ofradio ore and jets.Aknowledgements This researh is supported by the National Natural Siene Foundationof China (10328306 and 10333020). The author is grateful for the tehnique support by thesta� of VLA. VLA, as a faility of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, is operatedby Assoiated Universities In. under the ooperative agreement with the National SieneFoundation. This researh has made use of the NASA/IPAC Extragalati Database (NED).ReferenesBarthel P. D., 1989, ApJ, 336, 606Dikson R., 1997, Ph. D. Thesis, Univeristy of SheÆeldFanaro� B. L., Riley J. M., 1974, MNRAS, 167, 31Ghisellini G., Padovani P., Celotti A., Marashi L., 1993, ApJ, 407, 65Hardastle M. J., Alexander P., Pooley G. G., Riley J. M., 1998, MNRAS, 296, 445Hardastle M. J., Alexander P., Pooley G. G., Riley J. M., 1999, MNRAS, 304, 135Morganti R., Killeen N. E. B., Tadhunter C. N., 1993, MNRAS, 263, 1023Morganti R., Oosterloo T. A., Reynolds J. E. et al., 1997, MNRAS, 284, 541Morganti R., Oosterloo T., Tadhunter C. N. et al., 1999, A&ASS, 140, 355Seibert J., Brinkmann W., Morganti R. et al., 1996, MNRAS, 279, 1331Shepherd M. C., Pearson T. J., Taylor G. B., 1994, BAAS, 26, 987Tadhunter C. N., Morganti R., di Serego Alighieri S., 1993, MNRAS, 263, 999Tadhunter C. N., Dikson R., Morganti R. et al., 2002, MNRAS, 330, 977Urry C. M., Padovani P., 1995, PASP, 107, 803


